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For almost 30 years Genelec has been setting the standard for accurate sound 

reproduction in recording studios and broadcast facilities around the world. Genelec 

pioneered the active loudspeaker concept in which integrated power amplifiers and 

active crossover circuitry are used to create sound that is accurate, powerful and low 

in distortion. 

In every Genelec system, each driver has its own matched power amplifier and precision 

crossover. This adds up to performance that is not only audibly superior, but also 

more consistent. Many other important innovations make Genelec a natural choice for 

residential installations. Our proprietary Directivity Control Waveguide™ provides broad 

and flat coverage with precise imaging in real rooms. Practical Room Response controls 

optimize the speaker’s tonal characteristics for any environment. Overload protection 

ensures reliability, and 12 V contact closure allows for seamless integration with any 

home automation or control system. 

Genelec has models for listening environments of any size. All possess the same positive 

attributes: sonic neutrality, accuracy of the soundstage and unsurpassed reliability. You’ll 

experience the sound the same way the artists did when they were finally satisfied with 

their recording.

An Enduring Experience
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ACTIVE CROSSOVER

Active crossover operating at low signal levels

OPTIMIZED AMPLIFIERS

Each transducer is driven by its own 
optimized amplifier

PROTECTION CIRCUITRY

Sophisticated drive unit protection
circuitry for safe operation

ROOM RESPONSE CONTROLS

Precise room response controls for optimizing 
in-room performance

DIRECTIVITY CONTROL WAVEGUIDE™

Directivity Control Waveguide for flat 
on- and off-axis response

Genelec Active Loudspeakers Key Technologies







All our products are active: they include all amplification, protection circuitry and electronic crossovers. The result is a 

loudspeaker that achieves far higher acoustic output, lower distortion and greater dynamics than a comparable passive 

speaker. This allows you to create a system that will achieve theatrical output levels and performance and can easily be 

hidden within a wall unit or behind a screen.

Since no two rooms are alike, why should one assume that a loudspeaker will perform at its best in a wide variety of 

settings? All models incorporate Room Response Controls to fine tune the loudspeakers performance within a room 

thereby giving you the ability to ensure great sound in a wide variety of environments.

The Active 2-Way Speaker Systems series consists of 5 models to suit a wide variety of needs. The astounding 6010A 

and 6020A are diminutive in size, yet can fill some good sized rooms. At the other extreme, the HT210B can energize 

large dedicated home theaters whilst suiting the demanding visual requirements of a designer or architect.

Active Two-Way Loudspeakers



�

White Silver SilverWhite

6010A 6020A
Maximum sound pressure level1  93 dB    

Frequency response 74-1�000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 55 m3 (2000 ft3)

Drivers Bass 3'' + Treble 3/4'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 12 W + Treble 12 W

Dimensions H x W x D 195 x 121 x 114 mm     

 (711/16'' x 43/4'' x 41/2'') with Iso-Pod™

Weight 1.4 kg (3.1 lb)

Order code 6010AP (black), 6010AW (white), 6010AS (silver) 

1) Maximum short term sine wave sound pressure level averaged from 100 Hz to 3 kHz, measured on axis in half space at 1 meter 

Maximum sound pressure level1  95 dB    

Frequency response 66-20000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 65 m3 (2300 ft3)

Drivers Bass 4'' + Treble 3/4'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 20 W + Treble 20 W

Dimensions H x W x D 242 x 151 x 142 mm 

 (91/2'' x 6'' x 55/�'') with Iso-Pod™

Weight 3.7 kg (�.1 lb)

Order code 6020APM (black), 6020AWM (white), 6020ASM (silver)
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HT206B HT210BHT208B
Maximum sound pressure level1  105 dB    

Frequency response 55-1�000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to �5 m3 (3000 ft3)

Drivers Bass 61/2'' + Treble 3/4'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass �0 W + Treble 50 W

Dimensions H x W x D 312 x 200 x 240 mm    

 (121/4'' x 77/�'' x 91/2'')

Weight 7.6 kg (17 lb)

Order code HT206BPM

Maximum sound pressure level1  110 dB    

Frequency response 4�-22000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 115 m3 (4000 ft3)

Drivers Bass �'' + Treble 1'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 120 W + Treble 120 W

Dimensions H x W x D 393 x 250 x 290 mm    

 (151/2'' x 97/�'' x 117/16'')

Weight 12.7 kg (2� lb)

Order code HT20�BPM

Maximum sound pressure level1  113 dB    

Frequency response 42-22000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 140 m3 (5000 ft3)

Drivers Bass 10'' + Treble 1'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 1�0 W + Treble 120 W

Dimensions H x W x D 495 x 320 x 290 mm    

 (191/2'' x 125/�'' x 117/16'')

Weight 21.7 kg (4� lb)

Order code HT210BPM





Architectural Series Loudspeakers

The AIW26 and AIW25 active In-Wall loudspeakers can be easily integrated into a room with minimum visual impact. The 

speaker cabinets fit into a standard 2 x 4” wall structure and the grilles and mounting frames can be painted to match the 

wall color. Pre-construction brackets are also available.

The AIC25 active In-Ceiling loudspeaker is ideal for installations where wall-mounting is not an option, but high-quality 

audio is required. Acoustically identical to the AIW25, the AIC25 provides precise and uncolored acoustic response and 

can easily be retrofitted to existing construction.

The On-Wall Genelec AOW312B, featuring an external RAM4 amplifier that can be rack mounted, provides high sound 

pressure levels with minimal intrusion into designed spaces. With a depth just under 7 inches, this unique design comes 

with pre-drilled mounting brackets that allow for easy positioning of the speaker for optimal coverage of the listening area.  

Ideal for use in systems where high performance and output is required, but space is at a premium, the AOW312’s can 

also be used as side or rear channels for systems using larger monitors for the front channels.

The 5041A active In-Wall Subwoofer is the first in-wall subwoofer with Genelec performance. Equipped with a pair of 

61/2-inch drivers and a tuned port, it can be mounted in any standard 16-inch stud bay. Using four independent mounting 

brackets, the enclosure is completely isolated from the wall surfaces, eliminating any potential vibration from being 

transmitted to the walls. A protective cover protects the drivers from potential damage during the construction phase of a 

project. The system includes a rack-mountable RAM3 amplifier that supplies 120 Watts of power.
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AIC25 AIW26AIW25
Maximum sound pressure level1  100 dB    

Frequency response 70-1�000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 70 m3 (2500 ft3)

Drivers Bass 5'' + Treble 3/4'' metal dome

Amplifier power per channel Bass 40 W + Treble 40 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D 360 x 267 x 104 mm   

 (143/16'' x 101/2'' x 43/32'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 117 x 54 x 260 mm   

 (631/32'' x 21/�'' x 101/4'')

Speaker weight 3.7 kg (�.1 lb) with grille

Amplifier weight 2.2 kg (4.� lb)

Order code AIW25

Maximum sound pressure level1  110 dB    

Frequency response 45-21000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 140 m3 (5000 ft3)

Drivers Bass 7'' + Treble 3/4'' metal dome

Amplifier power per channel Bass 120 W + Treble 120 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D 545 x 334 x �� mm    

 (211/2'' x 131/�'' x 31/2'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 130 x 145 x 309 mm    

 (51/�'' x 53/4'' x 123/16'')

Speaker weight 10.7 kg (23.6 lb) with grille

Amplifier weight 4.6 kg (10.1 lb)

Order code AIW26

Maximum sound pressure level1  100 dB    

Frequency response 70-1�000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 70 m3 (2500 ft3)

Drivers Bass 5'' + Treble 3/4'' metal dome

Amplifier power per channel Bass 40 W + Treble 40 W

Speaker dimensions Diameter x Depth 2�4 x 15� mm   

 (113/16'' x 63/16'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 117 x 54 x 260 mm   

 (631/32'' x 21/�'' x 101/4'')

Speaker weight 3.0 kg (6.6 lb) with grille

Amplifier weight 2.2 kg (4.� lb)

Order code AIC25

1) Maximum short term sine wave sound pressure level averaged from 100 Hz to 3 kHz, measured on axis in half space at 1 meter 
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AOW312B 5041A
Maximum sound pressure level1  110 dB    

Frequency response 45-21000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 140 m3 (5000 ft3)

Drivers Bass 7'' + Treble 3/4'' metal dome

Amplifier power per channel Bass 120 W + Treble 120 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D 545 x 334 x �� mm    

 (211/2'' x 131/�'' x 31/2'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 130 x 145 x 309 mm    

 (51/�'' x 53/4'' x 123/16'')

Speaker weight 10.7 kg (23.6 lb) with grille

Amplifier weight 4.6 kg (10.1 lb)

Order code AIW26

Maximum sound pressure level1  116 dB    

Frequency response 37-21000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 175 m3 (6200 ft3)

Drivers Bass 12'', Midrange 5'' + DCW™, Treble 1'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 1�0 W, Midrange 120W, Treble 120 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D 1500 x 400 x 175 mm     

 (591/16'' x 153/4'' x 67/�'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 133 x 4�3 x 350 mm     

 (51/4'' x 19'' x 134/5'')

Speaker weight 43 kg (95 lb)

Amplifier weight 12 kg (27 lb)

Order code AOW312B

Maximum sound pressure level2  105 dB    

Frequency response 30-95 Hz (± 3 dB) 

Room volume up to �5 m3 (3000 ft3)

Drivers 2 x 61/2''

Amplifier power per channel 125 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D 1170 x 346 x �2 mm    

 (461/16'' x 135/�'' x 31/4'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 177 x 54 x 260 mm    

 (631/32'' x 21/�'' x 101/4'')

Speaker weight 15 kg (33 lb)

Amplifier weight 1.4 kg (3.1 lb)

Order code 5041A

2) Maximum short term sine wave sound pressure level averaged from 30 to �5 Hz, measured in half space at 1 meter





Active Three-Way Loudspeakers

Genelec Active 3-Way Speaker Systems are compact and powerful active loudspeakers with performance equal to 

much larger systems. All systems include speaker drivers, loudspeaker enclosure, multiple power amplifiers, overload 

protection circuitry and active, low signal level crossovers. The unique Directivity Control Waveguide™ (DCW™) 

Technology provides superior imaging and frequency balance even in difficult acoustic environments. Versatile crossover 

controls allow for precise matching of the loudspeaker system to different acoustic conditions.

The Genelec HT312B is designed for use in moderate-sized environments and is ideal for home theatre installations 

where extended bandwidth and high power are required. The HT312B performs well both as a free-standing loudspeaker 

or flush mounted into a correctly designed front wall.

The Genelec HT315B and matching center channel model HT320BC are designed for medium-sized listening 

environments where broad bandwidth, high sound pressure levels and extended low frequency response are essential.

All electronics  including the amplifiers, crossover filters and power supply for the HT312B are integrated into a 19'' 3U 

RAM4 rack module. The 19'' 3U RAM5 module is dedicated to the HT315B and HT320BC models. These amplifiers are 

designed to operate with very low THD and IM distortion and incorporate special circuitry for driver overload protection 

and amplifier thermal protection. Each amplifier is factory calibrated with the individual loudspeaker it is shipped with in 

order to eliminate the effects of component tolerance variance and ensure consistent quality and long term reliability.

The HT324A is suitable for large listening areas where deep bass response and high volume levels are required. With 

a pair of 12-inch woofers, the HT324 is capable of delivering deep bass with all the impact of a live performance. The 

HT324AC  provides a perfect match as a Center channel. For even larger spaces, the HT330A, equipped with a pair of 

15-inch woofers, provides higher output and deeper bass response.
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HT312B HT315B
Maximum sound pressure level1  116 dB    

Frequency response 37-21000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 175 m3 (6200 ft3)

Drivers Bass 12'', Midrange 5'' + DCW™, Treble 1'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 1�0 W, Midrange 120 W, Treble 120 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D 6�0 x 400 x 3�0 mm (263/4'' x 153/4'' x 15'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 133 x 4�3 x 350 mm (51/4'' x 19'' x 134/5'')

Speaker weight 33 kg (73 lb)

Amplifier weight 12.3 kg (27 lb)

Order code HT312BPM

Maximum sound pressure level1  120 dB    

Frequency response 35-20000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 250 m3 (��00 ft3)

Drivers Bass 15'', Midrange 5'' + DCW™, Treble 1'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 400 W, Midrange 120 W, Treble 120 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D �10 x 4�0 x 420 mm (317/�'' x 1�7/�'' x 169/16'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 133 x 4�3 x 350 mm (51/4'' x 19'' x 134/5'')

Speaker weight 52 kg (114 lb)

Amplifier weight 15 kg (33 lb)

Order code HT315BPM

1) Maximum short term sine wave sound pressure level averaged from 100 Hz to 3 kHz, measured on axis in half space at 1 meter 
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HT324ACHT320BC
Maximum sound pressure level1  120 dB    

Frequency response 35-20000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 250 m3 (��00 ft3)

Drivers Bass 2 x 10'', Midrange 5'' + DCW™, Treble 1'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 200 W x 2, Midrange 120 W, Treble 120 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D 350 x 950 x 453 mm (133/4'' x 373/�'' x 177/�'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 133 x 4�3 x 350 mm (51/4'' x 19'' x 134/5'')

Speaker weight 60 kg (130 lb)

Amplifier weight 15 kg (33 lb)

Order code HT320BCM

Maximum sound pressure level1  123 dB    

Frequency response 33-20000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 370 m3 (13000 ft3)

Drivers Bass 2 x 12'', Midrange 5'' + DCW™, Treble 1'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 400 W x 2, Midrange 350 W, Treble 120 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D 4�9 x 1210 x 412 mm (191/4'' x 475/�'' x 161/4'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 310 x 4�3 x 250 mm (123/16'' x 19'' x 913/16'')

Speaker weight �4 kg (1�5 lb)

Amplifier weight 30 kg (66 lb)

Order code HT324ACM
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HT324A
Maximum sound pressure level1  123 dB    

Frequency response 33-20000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 370 m3 (13000 ft3)

Drivers Bass 2 x 12'', Midrange 5'' + DCW™, Treble 1'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 400 W x 2, Midrange 350 W, Treble 120 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D 700 x �90 x 3�3 mm (279/16'' x 35'' x 151/16'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 310 x 4�3 x 250 mm (123/16'' x 19'' x 913/16'')

Speaker weight 73 kg (161 lb)

Amplifier weight 30 kg (66 lb)

Order code HT324AM

HT330A
Maximum sound pressure level1  126 dB    

Frequency response 31-20000 Hz (± 2.5 dB) 

Room volume up to 400 m3 (14000 ft3)

Drivers Bass 2 x 15'', Midrange 5'' + DCW™, Treble 1'' metal dome + DCW™

Amplifier power per channel Bass 400 W x 2, Midrange 350 W, Treble 120 W

Speaker dimensions H x W x D �20 x 1050 x 550 mm (325/16'' x 411/3'' x 215/�'')

Amplifier dimensions H x W x D 310 x 4�3 x 250 mm (123/16'' x 19'' x 913/16'')

Speaker weight 115 kg (253 lb)

Amplifier weight 30 kg (66 lb)

Order code HT330AM

1) Maximum short term sine wave sound pressure level averaged from 100 Hz to 3 kHz, measured on axis in half space at 1 meter 







Active Subwoofers

Genelec’s active subwoofer systems are powerful low frequency loudspeakers, designed specially for high quality digital 

multichannel Home Theater systems. The amplifier unit integrated into the cabinet contains driver overload protection 

circuits. 

The 5040A and 5050A are capable of reproducing frequencies from 35 - 120 Hz (± 3 dB) and 25 - 120 Hz (± 3 dB) 

respectively. The HTS3B and HTS4B provide low frequency response of 1� - 120 Hz (± 3 dB). All units have sensitivity, 

bass roll-off and crossover phase matching controls which can be adjusted to suit different acoustical environments and 

subwoofer positioning.

The combination of the cabinet and amplifier in one unit results in a robust and precisely matched system. The amplifier 

is mounted on vibration absorbers, which prevents damage to the electronics. The cabinet of the 5040A features a die-

cast aluminium base plate and a deep-drawn steel top. The bigger models are made of MDF with rounded corners and 

a hard-wearing textured black surface.
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HTS3B5050A5040A

White Silver

Maximum sound pressure level2  99 dB    

Frequency response 26-120 Hz (± 3 dB) 

Room volume up to 70 m3 (2500 ft3)

Drivers �'' Active + 2 x �'' Passive radiator

Amplifier power 70 W

Dimensions H x W x D 332 x 325 x 330 mm    

 (131/16'' x 123/4'' x 13'')

Weight 15 kg (33 lb)

Order code 5050APM

Maximum sound pressure level3  9� dB    

Frequency response 35-�5/120 Hz (± 3 dB) 

Room volume up to 55 m3 (2000 ft3)

Drivers 61/2'' Active

Amplifier power 40 W

Dimensions Height x Diameter 251 x 305 mm 

 (97/�'' x 12'')

Weight 6.3 kg (13.9 lb)

Order code 5040APM (black), 5040AWM (white), 5040ASM (silver) 

Maximum sound pressure level2  10� dB    

Frequency response 1�-120 Hz (± 3 dB) 

Room volume up to �5 m3 (3000 ft3)

Drivers 10'' Active + 2 x 10'' Passive radiator

Amplifier power 200 W

Dimensions H x W x D 433 x 39� x 400 mm    

 (171/16'' x 155/�'' x 153/4'')

Weight 2� kg (62 lb)

Order code HTS3B

Maximum short term sine wave sound pressure level averaged from 2) 30 to �5 Hz or 3) 40 to �5 Hz measured in half space at 1 meter
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HTS6HTS4B
Maximum sound pressure level2  10� dB    

Frequency response 1�-120 Hz (± 3 dB) 

Room volume up to �5 m3 (3000 ft3)

Drivers 10'' Active + 2 x 10'' Passive radiator

Amplifier power 200 W

Dimensions H x W x D 433 x 39� x 400 mm    

 (171/16'' x 155/�'' x 153/4'')

Weight 2� kg (62 lb)

Order code HTS3B

Maximum sound pressure level2  112 dB    

Frequency response 1�-120 Hz (± 3 dB) 

Room volume up to 115 m3 (4000 ft3)

Drivers 12'' Active + 2 x 12'' Passive radiator

Amplifier power 400 W

Dimensions H x W x D 51� x 4�3 x 465 mm    

 (203/�'' x 19'' x 1�5/16'')

Weight 37 kg (�1 lb)

Order code HTS4B

Maximum sound pressure level2  124 dB    

Frequency response 19-120 Hz (± 3 dB) 

Room volume up to 250 m3 (��00 ft3)

Drivers 4 x 12'' Active

Amplifier power 1000 W

Dimensions H x W x D 524 x 1440 x 55� mm    

 (205/�'' x 5611/16'' x 22'')

Weight 120 kg (265 lb)

Order code HTS6PM
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DI8A Active Balancer

Genelec DI�A Active Balancer converts an unbalanced line signal to a 

balanced line signal, thereby reducing its susceptibility to electronic 

interference. It is the perfect complement for an unbalanced signal source 

output and Genelec Active Home Theater Systems. Order code: DI�A

RAM4 
Amplifier for HT312B, AOW312B

RAM3 
Amplifier for 5041

RAM2 
Amplifier for AIC25 and AIW25

RAM1 
Amplifier for AIW26

RAM5 
Amplifier unit for HT315B, HT320BC

Amplifier modules

RAM2-405
RM2 Rack mount adapter for RAM2 and RAM3 amplifiers

Up to eight Genelec RAM2 or RAM3 amplifiers (4U) can be neatly 
mounted into a Genelec RM2 rack adapter.

RAM1-401
RM1 Rack mount adapter for RAM1 amplifier

Up to three Genelec RAM1 amplifiers (3U) can be neatly mounted into a 
Genelec RM1 rack adapter.

Accessories



Creating a balanced surround sound environment calls for matched loudspeakers and 

subwoofers. Genelec active loudspeakers have their perfect match with Genelec active 

subwoofers. To scale the system optimally for your space and SPL requirements, 

please visit our website www.genelec-ht.com for recommended system setups. Here 

are some examples of Genelec stereo and surround sets for small and medium sized 

environments.

www.genelec-ht.com/learning-center/suggested-system-setup

Play 6010 and Play 6020 systems

2 x 6010A + 5040A         

5 x 6010A + 5040A

2 x 6020A + 5050A         

5 x 6020A + 5050A



International enquiries:
Genelec Oy, 
Olvitie 5, FIN-74100 Iisalmi, Finland
T +35� 17 �3 ��1 
F +35� 17 �1 2267
Email: genelec@genelec.com

In Sweden:
Genelec Sverige, 
Box 5521, S-141 05 Huddinge, Sweden
T +46 � 449 5220
F +46 � 70� 7071
Email: info@genelec.com

In China:
Beijing Genelec Audio Co. Ltd.
Jianwai SOHO, Tower 12, Room 3304
39 East 3rd Ring Road, Chaoyang District
Beijing 100022, China
T: +�6 10 5�69 7915
F: +�6 10 5�69 7914
Email: genelec.china@genelec.com

In the USA:
Genelec Inc.
7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760, USA
T +1 50� 652 0900 
F +1 50� 652 0909
Email: genelec.usa@genelec.com

www.genelec.com

Detailed Datasheets of all Genelec models, Installation 

Guide and other useful information can be downloaded at 

Photographs on pages 1 and 6: 

Image courtesy of Integrated Media Systems, Sterling, VA 

www.imsva.com

Photographs on pages 14 and 19:

Image courtesy of Cinema Design Group International, LLC, Boca Raton, FL

www.cinemadesigngroup.com

Photograph on page 20:

Image courtesy of Solyaris, Moscow

www.solyaris.ru
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